Supporting information -definition of random walk models
We considered 4 different random walks (Codling et al., 2008, Rudnick and Gaspari, 2004) . The simple Brownian motion (BM) defined as !P (x, y, t) !t = A" 2 P , (Equation 1) with the vector A of the diffusion coefficients, and the probability density function P(x,y,t) of the object location at time t. Considering the possibility of drift, equation 1 becomes a biased random walk (BRW)
where u describes the expected velocity of the drift. These two types are uncorrelated random walks. However, it is described that animal and cell trajectories often show correlated random walks (Codling et al., 2008, Rudnick and Gaspari, 2004) . This so-called persistence random walk (PRW) is defined through the Telegraph equation
where λ is the rate of turning events. In case a certain direction is favoured additionally to the persistence, an observed trajectory would be a sample path of the biased Telegraph equation, here referred to as a biased persistence random walk
)
A modification of the PRW is the forward-backward random walk (FBRW), where the probability of keeping the same direction (forward) or going into the opposite direction (backward) is the same, but higher than for all other directions. +SP600125) are shown. All cells were detected between 3 and 7 hpw. Dotted lines represent the 5% and 95 % interval, boxes represent the 25% and 27% interval, bold lines are the medians and notches represent the confidence interval of the median.
Supporting movie legend

Supporting table legends.
Supporting table 1: Data extraction. Listed are the amount of analysed movies and the number of resulting cell tracks of length 20 time steps that were included in the analysis.
